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@ the Movies: Examples of Character Background Situations 

 

 

Grumpy Old Men (1993) — Consider the situation of John Gustafson (Jack Lemmon). In the 

opening scenes of the movie we learn that 1. John is evading the IRS for back taxes and 2. He 

has a long standing rivalry with neighbour Max Goldman (Walter Matthau). When Ariel (Ann-

Margaret) moves in across the street, the rivalry between the two men intensifies. 

 

This example contains both a 1. Socio/economic circumstance — the issue of the back taxes. It 

isn’t until near the end of the movie, when the IRS are in the process of inventorying John’s 

home, that the viewer finally gets the back story situation of how this happened. And 2. A Past 

Motivating Event —the rivalry between John and Max. The viewer discovers the reason when 

Ariel questions John about it.  

 

This is a super movie with a very tight story, so it’s not surprising that both problems in John’s 

life stem from the same cause—his wife. Both men tried to win her, and had a falling out when 

John won. During their life together, John and his wife didn’t properly declare her income for a 

period of time, resulting in the back taxes owed problem. 

 

King Kong (2005) — Consider Ann Darrow’s (Naomi Watts) situation. It’s the middle of the 

1930s and the height of the depression. Acting jobs are hard to come by. In the opening scenes of 

the movie, we see her facing worsening conditions as she loses a job opportunity, doesn’t have 

money for food…Ann’s basic goals to eat and work seem fulfilled when filmmaker Carl 

Denholm (Jack Black) hires her for the trip to mysterious Skull Island. 

 

This is an example of socio/economic circumstances impacting on the protagonist, forcing her to 

risk her safety for the necessities of life. In this case, the background situation as it personally 

affects Ann is more immediate rather than a past event. 

 

Bucket List (2007) — Consider Edward’s (Jack Nicholson) situation. He’s a billionaire. He’s 

got all the money he could need or want. What he doesn’t have is his health—he’s been 

diagnosed with terminal cancer, or his family—he’s estranged from his daughter and 

granddaughter.  

 

The cancer would be a recent Prime Motivating Event. This change in circumstance offers him a 

new perspective on life and allows him to confront his callous behaviour and emotional 

roadblocks AKA past motivating events, to reconnect with his family. 

  


